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A B S T R A C T

The vector space model (VSM) is a textual representation method that is widely used in docu-
ments classification. However, it remains to be a space-challenging problem. One attempt to
alleviate the space problem is by using dimensionality reduction techniques, however, such
techniques have deficiencies such as losing some important information. In this paper, we pro-
pose a novel text classification method that neither uses VSM nor dimensionality reduction
techniques. The proposed method is a space efficient method that utilizes the first order Markov
model for hierarchical Arabic text classification. For each category and sub-category, a Markov
chain model is prepared based on the neighboring characters sequences. The prepared models are
then used for scoring documents for classification purposes. For evaluation, we used a hier-
archical Arabic text data collection that contains 11,191 documents that belong to eight topics
distributed into 3-levels. The experimental results show that the Markov chains based method
significantly outperforms the baseline system that employs the latent semantic indexing (LSI)
method. That is, the proposed method enhances the F1-measure by 3.47%. The novelty of this
work lies on the idea of decomposing words into sequences of characters, which found to be a
promising approach in terms of space and accuracy. Based on our best knowledge, this is the first
attempt to conduct research for hierarchical Arabic text classification with such relatively large
data collection.

1. Introduction

The rapid growth of online textual data raises the need for efficient information retrieval (IR) methods in terms of both time and
space complexities. Text classification is the process of finding the category of a document based on the contents. Hierarchical Arabic
text classification has recently received noticeable attention that is also called multi-level text classification. However, few studies
tackled this domain as most of the researchers focus on flat or one-level text classification. In general, text classification employs the
vector space model (VSM) that was proposed by Salton, Wong, and Yang (1975) as a model for documents and queries re-
presentations. One of the limitations of VSM is the space problem, as each document has to be represented using the entire words in
the dictionary (i.e. vocabulary). Despite the number of dimensionality reduction techniques to reduce the dimensions of the textual
feature vectors, however, the research is still open to employ space efficient algorithms for text classification.

In this paper, we propose to overcome the space problem by performing text classification using a space-independent text
classification algorithm. That is, a method that relaxes the condition of using all words in the dictionary when creating document
feature vectors. The proposed method depends on the (first order) Markov chain theory in which the neighbour characters sequences
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are used to create the probabilities transition matrices. Hence, each document is represented using a sequence of characters co-
occurrences in the document. Hence, each category of the corpus is used to create a single probability transition matrix to be used in
the classification process. The framework of the proposed work is described in Fig. 1. In this figure, each category represented by a
Markov chain (a probability transition matrix) is used to score a query document for classification purposes. Once scored, a com-
parison process is performed to find the maximum score (i.e. the most likely category) among the collected scores. More details of the
proposed method are found in Section 7, the proposed method.

In the next section, we present the literature review. In Section 3, the objectives is presented followed by the Markov chain
background in Section 4. Section 5 presents the hierarchical text classification followed by the hierarchical data collection used in this
work in Section 6. The proposed method is presented in Section 7 and the experimental results in Section 8. We present the discussion
in Section 8 and, finally, we conclude in Section 9.

2. Literature review

This study includes two main topics. The first is the hierarchical Arabic text classification and the second is the Markov chain. For
the first topic, the literature shows that the hierarchical Arabic text classification is still a limited research area. According to the
authors’ best knowledge, no research has been conducted to tackle this area for the Arabic language, however, many studies have
been found to employ different classification methods for the flat Arabic text classification. For instance, Al-Anzi and
AbuZeina (2017) have a thorough literature of the flat Arabic text classification. Alabbas, Al-Khateeb, and Mansour (2016) de-
monstrate a comprehensive study of the classifiers and the corpora of Arabic text classification. Uysal et al. (2014) presented a study
for efficient use of the preprocessing tasks in text classification. In fact, most of the studies perform performance comparisons
between the machine learning tools. Since the proposed method is based on the Markov chain, this literature focuses on the power of
this modeling technique especially for linguistic applications. The literature shows that the Markov chain concept is used in many
natural language processing (NLP) applications as shown in Table 1.

The Markov chain has also been used in other computing applications, such as software testing, DNA–sequence analysis, network
path congestion, image compression, object segmentation, image retrieval, network traffic evaluation, frauds detection, evaluate
groundwater quality, estimating phylogenetic trees using DNA, network service recognition, wind power, forecasting, etc.

Fig. 1. The framework of the proposed method.

Table 1
Some of Markov chain based linguistic applications.

Reference Linguistic field

He, Li, and Chen (2012) Morphological segmentation
Shen et al. (2014) Digital document authentication
Haji et al. (2012) Distributions of words in text lines
Goyal, Jadon, and Pujari (2013) Documents clustering
Baomao et al. (2009) Word segmentation
Sampathkumar, Chen, and Luo (2014) Mining adverse drug reactions
Dowman et al. (2008) Detecting topical structure
Meng et al. (2009) Steganography detection
Li, Ding, and Huang (2008) Recognizing names location
Osiek, Xexéo, and de Carvalho (2010) Extracting acronyms and their meaning
Cai, Kulkarni, and Verdú (2006) Text compression
Ahmed et al. (2015) Authorship attribution
Rodrigues et al. (2013) Inferring the location of Twitter users
Erkan et al. (2004) Text summarization
Gao et al. (2011) Detecting malicious attack
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3. Objectives

For a long time, the VSM has been applied in IR and NLP to represent documents as word vectors where each dimension
corresponds to a separate word. Despite the popularity and the success of the VSM, however, it has some deficiencies. For instances,
Wong et al. (1987) indicate that the main difficulty of VSM is that the explicit representation of term vectors is not known a priori,
which leads to unrealistic assumptions. They also highlight the necessary to account for the correlations between terms. In fact, using
the entire vocabulary to represent a document (even with a single word) is a challenge due to the demand space. In addition, VSM is a
semantic loss method that does not consider the concepts due to the features independent assumption (i.e. the “bag of words” ). As a
result, it is unable to handle the synonyms, as one deficiency. In general, text classification tasks are characterized by huge feature
dimensions, which adds more space and time complexity.

Therefore, we propose a space efficient method that attempts to alleviate the above-mentioned deficiencies. The proposed method
employs smaller vectors compared the VSM method. In addition, the proposed method partially consider the synonyms cases (i.e. is
not fully semantic rich). For illustration, if we consider the following dictionary that contains 15 words that appear in N documents:
{ بتكا،بيتكت،بتاكت،بتكت،بيتاتك،بيتك،يبتك،ةباتك،بتاك،ةبتاك،تابيتك،باتكلا،بتكي،باتك،بتك }. To represent the documents using these words,
the VSM uses 15 dimensions for each document. Table 2 illustrate the VSM representation. The table shows that each document has to
have a dimension for each single word. The problem is that if the data collection contains a huge number of words, then each
document will be represented using that huge number. However, many of the dimensions contain zero value. Each cell in Table 2 is
filled using either the term counts or the term frequency – inverse document frequency (TF-IDF).

The objective of this work is to reduce the size of the document vector as much as possible while maintaining the implicit
correlations between the words. For the example shown in Table 2, each document is decomposed into a sequence of characters and
that sequence is used in classification. Hence, no need to create a VSM vector for each document as we explain in Section 7. For
instance, if a document has two words: { ةباتكبتكت } then the document vector only contains this sequence: { ةتبااتتكبتتككت }. In
addition, this method will implicitly preserve a kind of semantic information. For clarification, the words appearing in Table 2 have
some common words such as ( تك ) and ( بت ), which will have same representation in the training model and, therefore, will be helpful
and important to classify the document in question even if it has different forms, which is not available in the VSM model. Arabic is
morphologically rich language, hence, the proposed method is adequate to handle the similar meaning words as one word. Hence,
our overall objective is to find a new method that perform text classification out of the constrains of the VSM such as space and time
complexities.

4. Markov chain background

The Markov chain is increasingly being adopted in real-world computing applications since it provides a convenient way for
modeling temporal, time-series data. At each clock tick, the system moves into a new state, which can be the same as the previous
one. Markov chains are directed graphs (a graphical model) that are generally used for sequential data-mining tasks. Such tasks are
characterized by relatively long sequences for many purposes such as prediction, classification, clustering, information sciences,
internet applications, pattern discovery, etc. Rabiner (1989) indicates that there are two reasons for the Markov chains popularity,
which it is very rich in mathematical structure and works well in practice for several important applications. In fact, there are many
applications that employ the Markov chain, so it is worthy to take note of the study of Von Hilgers et al (2006) regarding the five
greatest applications of the Markov chains. They indicated that the applications are: Scherr's application to computer performance
evaluation, Brin and Page's application to PageRank and Web Search, Baum's application to Hidden Markov Models (HMMs),
Shannon's application to information theory, and Markov's application to Eugeny Onegin. There are many reference for HMM, Leon-

Table 2
Vector space model of N documents and 15 words.

No. The translation using Google translator Documents➔ Doc1 Doc 2 … Doc N
Words

1 Wrote بتك
2 Book باتك
3 Writes بتكي
4 the book باتكلا
5 Brochures تابيتك
6 Writer ةبتاك
7 clerk بتاك
8 Writing ةباتك
9 my books يبتك
10 booklet بيتك
11 Writing بيتاتك
12 You write بتكت
13 Writing بتاكت
14 Takaful بيتكت
15 Type بتكا
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Garcia et al. (2008) demonstrate many concepts of HMM and the related applications.
To employ the Markov chain for text classification, a Markov chain model has to be created for each category. For further

illustration, suppose that we have five sentences used to create the transition matrices for two categories: opportunity and imagi-
nation as shown in Fig. 2. The sentences are inspirational English quotes picked from California Indian Education (2016). In par-
ticular, the sentences on the left belong to the “opportunity” class and the sentences on the right belong to the “imagination” class.
Fig. 2 also shows the corresponding Markov chain models for each category. We also score the words “opportunity” and “imagi-
nation” against the created models. The transition matrices are filled base on the count of transition from one character to another in
the sentences.

Hence, the Markov chains can be used for text classification tasks by creating a probability transition matrix for each category.
Then, a scoring process is performed for each document against all categories in the training set. Fig. 2 shows that if a document has a
word “opportunity” then it will be scored better (i.e based on the maximum score) than the imagination word when using the
transition matrix of the category 1. In summary, it is expected that the words belonging to a specific category will be modeled
differently compared to other categories of the Markov chain models, and this is the essence of the proposed method.

5. Hierarchical text classification

Hierarchical text classification is characterized by the structure of data organization. Instead of flat or 1-level data, a hierarchical
is designed as a multi-level data structure for many reasons, such as speeding up the retrieval time and narrowing the categories and
subcategories. Examples of data collection are organized as a hierarchy in the evolutionary tree of species, the federal budget, and
business organizational charts, Guerra-Gómez, Pack, Plaisant, and Shneiderman (2015). Hence, the hierarchical text classification
aims at organizing the mass of information as a tree structure in which a document that belongs to a topic at a certain level also
belongs to all of its parent topics, ancestors, etc.

Employing the hierarchical text classification technique is extremely important in today's huge online data. In the literature, there
are many studies that discuss the importance of using hierarchical text classification in many aspects. Bi et al. (2012) indicated that
many real-world classification problems already have hierarchical relationships between labels that naturally require hierarchical
classification algorithms. The same was presented by Silla et al. (2011) as they indicated that the classes to be predicted in many real-
world problems are organized into a class hierarchy such as tree or a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG). Ying (2011) demonstrated that
hierarchical structure can scale well and cope with changes to the category trees.

Fig. 2. Scoring words using transition matrices.
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Regarding the performance, D'Alessio, Murray, Schiaffino, and Kershenbaum (1998)) demonstrated that precision and recall can
be significantly improved when considering hierarchy in text categorization problem. Ruiz et al. (2002) indicated that the use of the
hierarchical structure improves text categorization performance with respect to an equivalent flat model. Joshi et al. (2011) indicated
that the hierarchical classification aims at increasing the classification accuracy as well as speed. Godbole (2002) indicated that
hierarchies provide valuable navigational aid in browsing large text collections, such as Internet directories.
Chakrabarti, Dom, Agrawal, and Raghavan (1997)) indicated that hierarchal databases are used for better searching and browsing
digital libraries and patent databases. Dhillon, Mallela, and Kumar (2003) indicated that by using a hierarchy, the classifier utilizes a
features set that is more relevant to the classifications sub-task at hand and requires only a small number of features.

Hierarchical text classification is performed using three main approaches, which are flat classification, local classifier (top-down),
and global classifier (big-bang). Using the flat approach, each leaf in the hierarchy is represented as a class. However, if the data
collection has a large number of leaves, this method will be computational costly. Top-down approach is based on using a classifier at
each level of the tree. Hence, the documents of each level are used as training data for that level. While the local classifier approach
uses a single classifier at each level, the global approach uses a single classifier to learn the whole information in the hierarchy, which
adds more complexities since the entire class hierarchy is considered at once. In this study, we used top-down approach.

6. Hierarchical data collection

In our study, we used the directed acyclic category graph that allows documents to be assigned into both internal and leaf
categories. To prepare the necessary corpus, we got a large data collection from Alqabas newspaper that has a sophisticated in-
formation center, Alqabas (2016). Initially, we filtered the collection and discarded all documents that had less than 800 characters
length. Hence, the used corpus contained 11,191 documents that were split into two sets for training (9711 documents) and for
testing (1480 documents). The overall documents of the training set were distributed into a 3-level hierarchy as following: 2978
documents in the first level, 4229 in the second level, and 2504 in the third level. The training set contains 201,982 unique words,
and the testing set contains 82,651 unique words. Fig. 3 shows the used taxonomy that includes the categories and subcategories
labels. We emphasize that the categories and the subcategories presented in Fig. 3 is just an example to be used for this research.
However, in real-world applications, different and even complex categories might be raised according to the topics and domains. In
the figure, GCC is shorthand for the Gulf Cooperation Council. The number beside each category label is regarding the total number of

Fig. 3. The hierarchical data collection.
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training documents and the total number of testing documents.

7. The proposed method

The proposed method is a supervised learning method that requires a training set for learning. Hence, preparing a hierarchical
Arabic corpus was the first task in this research. Mainly, three main steps were performed as following:

Step 1: preprocessing

1. The ignore characters set is defined. This set includes: à ® é \ ²… è ² ™ ¯ ›×— ô é ü ÷ ¹× ‘ ° © ½ ¾ ë ‹› ' [] ” _; ـ{}–؛ •=% ’ *, /: !
« ? » 0123456789؟ - A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U VW X Y Z a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o b q r s t u v w z y z > < |
# @ $+ & ^ ،) (¶.

2. The stoplist was defined to ignore the common words during the classification process. In this work, the stoplist is the common
words among the eight categories (including all documents in the subcategories). Fig. 4 shows how to generate the stoplist. That
is, we find the common words among the categories (including subcategories).
However, there are some words that are important to a particular category, and at the same time appear in all categories, such as
the word:” داصتقا ” ➔”economy”. So, to avoid discarding the important words, any word that has more than 50% occurrences in a
particular category is considered as an important word in that category, and therefore, removed from the stoplist. An example of
words removed from the stoplist is “ ايجولونكت ” ➔ “Technology”, in the Technology category. Removing words from the stoplist
means considering the word as discriminative words and, hence, involved in the classification process.

3. After declaring the ignore characters and the stoplist, the words left normalized which include replacing some letters in other
forms while maintaining the same meaning. In addition, all diacritics were eliminated. The replacement included: ا➔آ,ا➔إ,ا➔أ ,➔,
➔, ➔, ٍ ➔, َ ➔, ➔, ➔, ➔ . So, the diacritics replaced with nothing.

4. The Document Frequency (DF) textual feature is used that restrict the words to be added to the words dictionary. In this work, we
chose DF as greater than 20. Only the words that appear in more than 20 different documents were added to the dictionary. Of
course, a different DF threshold can be used.

5. The prepared dictionary was altered to remove two things: “ لا ” at the beginning of words and “ ةي ” at the end of words. An
example of removing “ راكتبالا“:”لا ”➔ “Innovation” is replaced to “ راكتبا ”, and an example of removing “ ةيمارجالا“:”ةي ”➔” Criminal”
is replaced to “ مارجا ”.

Step 2: Training

1. The previous step (preprocessing) ends up with the dictionary used in the training step. The Arabic alphabet characters used in
this work include 34 characters that include:
{ ئ,ء,ي,ى,ؤ,و,ه,ن,م,ل,ك,ق,ف,غ,ع,ظ,ط,ض,ص,ش,س,ز,ر,ذ,د,خ,ح,ج,ث,ت,ة,ب,آ,ا }

2. To create Markov chain matrices, a mapping process is used to denote a particular number for each Arabic character as follows:
{' ع',′18':'ظ',′17':'ط',′16':'ض',′15':'ص',′14':'ش',′13':'س',′12':'ز',′11':'ر',′10':'ذ',′9':'د',′8':'خ',′7':'ح',′6':'ج',′5':'ث',′4':'ت',′3':'ة',′2':'ب',′1':'آ',′0':'ا ':'
19′,' 33':'ئ',′32':'ء',′31':'ي',′30':'ى',′29':'ؤ',′28':'و',′27':'ه',′26':'ن',′25':'م',′24':'ل',′23':'ك',′22':'ق',′21':'ف',′20':'غ ′}

3. Each word in the dictionary is split for a sequence of characters. The sequence ends by “*” as indicator of the end of the word. The
examples of words in the dictionary are shown in Fig. 5.

Fig. 4. Common words of the eight categories.

Fig. 5. A part of the words in the dictionary.
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4. For each category and subcategory, a probability transition matrix is created. The dimensions of the matrix is 34× 34, the total
number of unique characters appeared in the corpus. For each sequence occurrence, 1 is added in the corresponding cell in the
transition matrix. An example how to fill the probability transition matrix is in Fig. 6, which has a short sentence on Economy.

5. An example of the probability transition matrix of the Economy category (first level) is shown in Fig. 7. The figure shows that the
highlighted sequence ص➔ت that usually appears in the word “ داصتقا ”➔”Economy” has a large weight compared to other se-
quences. It is also noted that the sequence س➔آ also has a large weight, this sequence mainly appears in the words “ ايسآ ”➔ “Asia”
which has large occurrences within the Economy category in the training set.

Step 3: Testing

1. The testing set (1480 documents) is used to evaluate the proposed method. As shown in the previous step (step 2), each document
is converted to a list of sequences to be utilized in the transition matrices. We chose to find a document score by summation of the
weights of sequence. As previously indicated, we use summation instead of multiplication to avoid handling small numbers.

2. Fig. 8 shows the scoring process. A testing document is initially compared with all probability transition matrices at the first level.
Once finding the most related category, the process goes to the second level, and then to the third level.

The testing process is started by converting the query document into a sequence of characters. Of course, only the word in the
dictionary contributes in the generated sequence. Hence, the query document sequence depends on the total words in the document
that are also listed in the dictionary. Therefore, VSM is not employed in this method. An example of a generated sequence for a short
sentence is shown in Fig. 9.

8. Experimental results

In this research, we present a novel approach for Arabic text classification. Therefore, it is necessary to compare the performance
with other well-known text classification methods. Therefore, the well-known LSI method was used to validate the proposed method.
The following subsections include a performance comparison with LSI, followed by the performance of hierarchical text classification
using the proposed metho. We emphasize that we used Python for the proposed method and for generating the term-by-document LSI
matrix. For singular value decomposition (SVD), we used Matlab.

Fig. 6. Finding transitions sequences of the training data.

Fig. 7. A part of the probability transition matrix of an economy documents.
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8.1. Validation of the proposed method

LSI is an information retrieval technique that is used to identify the relationships between words in the data collection. LSI, which
is widely used in search engines, employs a linear algebraic method called SVD to extract semantic rich features for text classification
purposes. For similarity measures, we used the cosine measure that also has been widely used with the LSI method. To validate the
proposed method, we only compared the first level documents in the corpus. The first level contains 2978 documents distributed on
the eight corpus topics as follows: (Economy: 418 documents, Health: 385 documents, Law-Justice: 341 documents, Education: 375
documents, Technology: 301 documents, Sport: 563 documents, Tourism: 226 documents, and Religion: 369 documents). The testing
set contains 1480 document. The created dictionary contains 1739 unique words. The selected words are those words that appeared
in more than 20 different documents (i.e DF > 20). The stoplist contained 10,744 words generated and described in Section 7(Step
1). The results shown in Table 3 indicates that the proposed method is a sign of future success for a space efficient text classification

Fig. 8. Testing process.

Fig. 9. Finding transitions sequences of a testing document.

Table 3
Performance comparison of the Markov chain and the LSI method.

The proposed method (Markov Chain) (%) The LSI method (%)

Precision=87.98 Precision= 85.31
Recall = 88.47 Recall = 84.70
F1 measure=88.23 F1 measure=85.00
Accuracy= 88.44 Accuracy= 84.93
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method.
Both Markov chain methods and LSI has advantages and disadvantages. Markov chain does not consider words relationships in

classification process. However, LSI does consider the strong relationships. In the case shown in Table 4, Markov chain successfully
classified the document that belongs to the Economy category while the LSI wrongly classified it as educational document. From LSI
point of view, the existence of educational words such as the bold underlined words “ يميداكالاميلعتلاعاطق ” ➔” academic education
sector” supports the decision that the query document belongs to the Education category. However, the existence of many economic
words supported the weights and, therefore, the decision that this is an economic document.

To investigate whether the Markov chain method has significantly outperforms the LSI method; the performance detection
method proposed by Plötz (2005) was used. The confidence interval [Ԑl, Ԑu] has to be compute at the first place. Fig. 10 shows how to
find the confidence interval. N is the number of documents in the Testing set (1480 documents). If the changed classification error
rate is outside the confidence interval, these changes can be interpreted as statistically significant. Otherwise, they were most likely
caused by chance. We used 95% as a level of confidence. We also used the error probabilities of the LSI method, as 15.00% (100% -
85.00%) as reported in Table 3. Since we used 95% as a level of confidence, z is equal 1.96 from the standard normal distribution. It
might be interpreted as a 95% probability that a standard normal variable, z, will fall between −1.96 and 1.96.

The confidence interval is found to be [15.00%−1.72%, 15.00%+1.90%]➔ [13.28%, 16.90%]. The error probabilities of the
proposed method 11.77% (100–88.23%). Hence, the Markov chain method is significantly outperforms the LSI method as the
changed classification error rate is outside of the confidence interval (i.e 11.77% out of [13.28%, 16.90%]).

8.2. Performance for hierarchical text classification

The experimental results shows that the performance is relatively good in the first level while it is poor in the third level. This is
natural, since the documents at the third level are more specific than the documents in the first level that are more general. For
illustration, the accuracies of the Law-Justice > > Crime and sanction > > Embezzlement, Execution, Jail subcategories are
extremely low since the documents contents are very similar. The accuracies are 0.35%, 55%, 37.5% for Embezzlement, Execution,
Jail, respectively. In addition, the errors that occurred at the first level are spread out to the lower levels that might produce more
errors in the deeper levels. Table 5 shows the performance achieved for the first level in terms of precision, recall, F1 value, and
accuracy. Since the F1 measure and the accuracy are very close, we just measure the accuracies for the second and the third level.

Table 4
An economic article.

Apart of an article in Arabic The translation using Google translator

"… ىلاماعلاقوسلازيحنمجرخيوهفهرعسدادزااملكراقعلاعيبةعرسريبكلكشبلقتو
ربتعتوراقعلامجحنيفدهتسملانيرتشملاددعلقييلاتلابوصاخلاقوسلاقاطن

نيرتشملانمالوبقرثكامونيتفرغومونةفرغنمةنوكملامجحلاةريغصلاتاراقعلا
ىلعققشلانممجحلااذهقوفتيوعيبلاةداعالقوسربكانولكشينيذلانييلحملا
ةصاخلالماوعلاعيبلاةعرسيفمونفرغعبراوثالثنمةنوكملالزانملاوققشلا
ىنبلاتامدخةدوجبلطلامجحبةنراقمةقطنملايفةيراقعلاعيراشملاةلقةنيدملاب
ومنتنرتنالاتاينقتثدحابلاصتالئاسووزاغوءاموءابرهكنمةقطنملايفةيتحتلا
عيبةعرسنمديزييلاتلابوراقعلاىلعبلطلايفايباجيارثؤيةنيدملايفلامعالاعاطق

قئادحلاوةيدنالاواقاوسالاكىرخالاةطشنالاوايميداكالاميلعتلاعاطقومنراقعلا …"

"… and less heavily selling the property the speed the greater the price is out of
into the general market to the private market scope and thus fewer targeted
buyers property size is small-sized real estate-bedroom and two-bedroom more
acceptable to local buyers who make up the largest market for resale and
outperform the size of the apartments on apartments and houses, consisting of
three and four bedrooms in the sales for the city's lack of real estate projects in
the region, factors speed compared to the demand for quality infrastructure
services size in the area of electricity, water, gas and means of communication
with the latest online techniques growth of the business sector in the city affect
positive in demand for property and thus increases the speed of selling the
property academic education sector growth or other activities such as
markets or clubs … "

Fig. 10. Confidence interval calculation formula.

Table 5
The performance of the proposed method (three levels).

1st level performance (%) 2nd level performance (%) 3rd level performance (%)

Precision=90.29, Recall = 90.69, F1=90.49, Accuracy= 90.29 Accuracy= 77.09 Accuracy= 63.33
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9. Discussion

Despite the good performance achieved using the proposed method, however, it has some deficiencies. In fact, any text classi-
fication method should utilize the semantic information among the documents. Many studies illustrated the importance of using
sematic rich methods for text classification. For example, Kantardzic (2011) indicated that LSI gives better results when used in text
classification as it provides better representation of document's semantics. Eeven though the Markov chain method can handle some
common sequences for different words, however, some cases shows misclassified results due to these common words. Table 6 shows a
Law-Justice document that classified as Sport document. The reason is that the document contains a word “ ضايرلا ” ➔ “Riyadh” that
has nothing related to the Sport category. But the sequences of the word are almost identical to the word “ ةضاير ” ➔ ” sport”, which is
a keyword in the Sport category. No doubt, Arabic langue is a rich language that has many (almost) similar words forms with
different meaning. For illustration, the words “ ضايرلا ” is an example. It has the following forms: “ ضايرلا ” ➔ ” Riyadh” the capital of
Saudi Arabia”, “ ضايرلا ”➔ ” paradises”, “ ضايرلا ”➔ ” schools or classes that prepares children for first grade.”, and “ ةضايرلا ”➔ ” sport”
.

Another example of the deficiencies of the proposed method is shown in Table 7. An economy document was classified as an
educational document. The article contains the word “ تاميلعت ” ➔ ” instructions” that has almost similar character sequence as the
word “ ميلعت ” ➔ ” education” that leads to wrong classification result.

In fact, there are many cases like what we presented in Table 6 and Table 7. Hence, it is highly recommended to continue this
work for supporting true semantic and words correlations.

Finally, this research opens a new direction to handle the textual features based on small words (i.e. the two consecutive char-
acters). Using this method, no need to use more than 34 * 34 entries that is less than the typical VSM, which sometime contains
thousands of words. Due to the use of small words, many different words but with the same concepts can be commonly represented,
which increases the overall performance as we see in the obtained results.

10. Conclusion and future work

This work initiates a new research direction for space efficient text classification. We employed Markov chain for hierarchical
Arabic text classification. The results are very encouraging as the proposed method is found to be better than the LSI method. The
textual features generated in this work are semantic loss; it is worthy considering new semantic methods are based on the outcomes of
this study. Finally, it is beneficial to conduct a thorough study to compare the time and the space complexities of the proposed
method and other text classification methods. It is also worthy to consider adding log probabilities instead of adding the

Table 6
A Law-Justice article.

Apart of an article in Arabic The translation using Google translator

" يماحملاقابدضايرلااهئانباةرايزبةيدوعسلاتالئاعللحمستةيقارعلانوجسلا
تالئاعلاةرايزببحرتةيرصانلانجسةراداناقارعلايفنييدوعسلانيلقتعملا
يقارعلايماحملانعةيدوعسلانطولاةفيحصتلقنونيلقتعملااهئانبالةيدوعسلا
ةرايزنمتالئاعلانيكمتيفاهتعنامممدعهلتدكانجسلاةراداناهلوقدمحادماح
نسحتةلحرمبةيقارعلاةيدوعسلاتاقالعلاهيفرمتتقويفءابنالاكلتيتاتواهئانبا
ىلواءدبىلاالوصونيدلبلايتدايقنيبيسايسلالصاوتلاةلاسميفاجارفناتلمح

رمتساقالغادعبدادغبىدلضايرلاةرافسحاتتفاةداعالةيلعفلاتاوطخلا …"

"Iraqi prisons allow families of Saudi Arabia to visit her sons Riyadh (dpa) said
Saudi detainees in Iraq, said the lawyer Nasiriyah prison administration
welcomes the visit of Saudi families for their children detainees quoted Saudi
Al-Watan newspaper, the Iraqi lawyer Hamid Ahmed as saying that the prison
administration had assured him it has no objection to allow families to visit
their children and the news comes at a time when the Saudi-Iraqi relations
undergoing improvement brought a breakthrough in the issue of political
communication between the leaderships of the two countries down to the
actual start of the first steps to re-open an embassy Riyadh to Baghdad after the
shutdown continued … "

Table 7
A misrecognized economic article.

Apart of an article in Arabic The translation using Google translator

" لمكتسييزكرملاةيمالسالاوةيديلقتلاكونبللرقتسملاليومتلايفاصرايعمتاميلعتدمتعا
فسويدمحمروتكدلايزكرملاتيوكلاكنبظفاحمحرصلزابتاحالصاةمزحقيبطت

ةيفرصملاةباقرلللزابةنجلنعةرداصلاريياعملالامكتساراطايفوهنابلشاهلا
هتسلجبيزكرملاتيوكلاكنبةراداسلجمدمتعادقفلزابتاحالصاةمزحبةفورعملاو
كونبلاوةيديلقتلاكونبلانملكلرقتسملاليومتلايفاصرايعمتاميلعتخيراتبةدقعنملا

ناىلااريشموتيوكلاةلوديفةلماعلاةيبنجالاكونبلاعورفكلذيفامبةيمالسالا
اهلكشبلزابلاملاسارةيافكرايعمتاميلعتوينويرهشيفدمتعادقناكةرادالاسلجم
رهشيفاضيادمتعاويلاملاعفرلارايعمتاميلعتربوتكارهشيفدمتعاامكيئاهنلا

ةلويسلاةيطغتريياعمتاميلعتربمسيد … "

"Adopted instructions standard net stable funding traditional Central and
Islamic banks completed the application of reforms of the Basel package, said
Governor of the Central Bank of Kuwait, Dr. Mohammad Yousuf Alhashl that
in the framework of the completion of the Basel Committee on Banking
Supervision, known bundle reforms Basel Standards Board of the Central
Bank of Kuwait Directors held on was adopted Help standard net stable
funding for both conventional banks and Islamic banks, including branches of
foreign banks operating in the State of Kuwait, noting that the board of
Directors had adopted in June instructions standard capital adequacy Basel
in its final form, as adopted in October instructions leverage and adopted
standard also in the month of December instructions cover the liquidity
standards … "
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probabilities. In this work, we compared the proposed method with the LSI, however, it might be better to consider other text
classification methods. This work does not consider diacritized text; hence, we recommend to utilize the proposed method with
diacritized text for different NLP tasks. More information about Arabic text challenges is found in Al-Anzi, Fawaz and AbuZeina
(2015).
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